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Let a > 0 and let D(a) = {f(z) = Cp Q+@ 1 2,” (n + 1)@1 a, / < co). 
Then D(a) is a subalgebra of P. We discuss the weak-* generators of D(a). We 
use some of our techniques to prove that if p is a weak-* generator of EP and 
/I ‘p /Im Q 1, then the composition operator C, on the Dirichlet space has dense 
range. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 01 be a real number and let 
D(a) = f(z) = f 
/ 
as” I llfll, = f (n + l>” Ia, I < 00 . 
?L=O ?%=O i 
Kopp has shown [3] that the set D(a) is a normed algebra (under the usual point- 
wise operations and the indicated norm) if and only if 01 > 0. Note that P = 
D(0) $ D(a) for 01 > 0. 
We will call an element 9) of a topological algebra ~2 a generator of d if the set 
A(p) = {P(v) / P is a polynomial} 
is dense in SZZ’. We will be concerned, primarily, with those functions q~ which 
generate D(U) in the weak- * topology. In his thesis [2], Kopp discussed functions 
which generate D( (Y in the norm topology. We state, without proof, one of his )
results: 
THEOREM 1. If LX > 1, then pgenerates D(m) if and only ;f s, is univalent and p’ 
is non-vanishing on {I z / < 1). 
Before we turn to weak-* topologies, we give a lemma (without proof) and an 
example. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose ~2 is a topological algebra of analytic functions and suppose 
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the polynomials are dense in ~4. The function CJJ in d generates d if and only ;f 
there is a sequence {P,} of polynomials with P,(p)) -+ z (the identity function). 
PROPOSITION 1. The function p)(z) = .x2 - 22 generates D(a) if and only if 
O,<LY<l. 
Proof. Suppose 0 < cy. < 1. Since ‘p is univalent on {I z 1 < 1) and v’ is in 
Hr (the usual Hardy space), a theorem of Newman [4] shows that p generates 1’. 
For each N = 1, 2, 3 ,..., let h, be the polynomial h&s) = (-&)( 1 - #+l)/ 
(1 - 2). Let E > 0 and choose N so that (N + 2p-l < E (such an N exists 
because OL < 1). Since 9) generates I1 = D(O), there exists a polynomial P with 
P(p(0)) = 0 and (1 P’(v) - hN II,, < E. A calculation shows that 
II P(F) - z /la G w1 + II v' /la-l)% 
and p generates D(a) (by Lemma 1). 
Conversely, if (Y > 1, Theorem 1 shows that v cannot generate D(a) since 
F’(l) = 0. a 
For each real OL, the space D(u) is the dual of the Banach space 
44 = k> I I a, I = 4(n +- 1)*11- 
Consequently, D(u) can be equipped with a weak-* topology. We will use the 
following construction when we work with the weak-* topology. 
Let 99 be a Banach space with dual space 99*. For each vector subspace JY 
of a*, let .&P be the subspace consisting of each point of 8* that is a weak-* 
limit of a sequence of points of JY. Inductively, define & for each countable 
ordinal number a by 
Banach proved that if a is separable, then there exists a smallest countable 
ordinal number o such that &’ is the weak-* closure of A. The number u is 
called the order of & (see [l, p. 2131). 
2. WEAK-* GENERATORS OF THE ALGEBW D(a) 
Fix OL > 0, let 9 be a function in D(a), and let A = d(v). Since c,,(a) is 
separable, there is a smallest countable ordinal number o such that JP is the 
weak-* closure of J?. We say that the function p is a weak-* generator of D(LY) of 
or& IJ if and only if .& = D(a) and J#P # D(a) for [ < o. If v is a weak-* 
generator of D(a) of order 1, we say that v is a sequential weak-c generator of 
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A weak-* generator of D( (Y must be univalent on (1 z 1 < I}. For OL > 0, )
this fact is true because evaluation at a point of {I z / < 1) is a weak-* continuous 
linear functional on D(a). For OL = 0, this fact is proved in Corollary 3 of [5l. 
We begin with a lemma describing the weak-* convergence of a sequence of 
functions in D(U). We combine this lemma with Lemma 1 and get a description 
for sequential weak-* generators. The proofs are easy and we omit them. 
LEMMA 2. For all real numbers 01, a sequence {fn} in D(a) converges to zero 
(weak-*) if and only if it is bounded in norm and converges to zero pointwise on 
(1 z 1 < I} (eqz&alentZy, uniformt’y on compact subsets of {I z 1 < 1)). 
COROLLARY I. For 01 3 0, a function q~ in D(o) is a weak-* generator of D(a) 
if and only if there is a sequence (P,} of polynomials such that (11 P,(q)II,} is bouna!ed 
and P,(&z)) + z for each z in {I z 1 < 1) (equivalently, uniformly on compact 
subsets of (1 z / < 1)). 
The next proposition will enable us to show that for cy > 1, each weak-* 
generator of D(a) is a norm generator of D(a). Our proof will be based on the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If j < OL andf, -+ 0 (weak-*) in D(U), then I[ fn ]I0 + 0. 
Proof. Let fn(z) = z.E, a,,g’ and let E > 0. If fn -+ 0 (weak-*) in D(U), 
then there exists anM < co such that llfn /lo: < Mfor n = 1,2, 3,..., andfn(z) -+ 
0 uniformly on compact subsets of (1 z 1 < l}. Consequently, for each k = 
0, 1, 2 I..., we have lim an,k = 0 (n + co). Choose K so that (K + 2)s-a < c, 
and choose N so that for n 3 N, zF=,, (k + 1)s I an,k I < E (such an N exists 
because lim an,k = 0 (n -+ to) for each k). Then, for n 3 N, we have 
Ilfnlls = f @ + 1)’ I an,h I + f (k + 1)’ I qk I 
k=O k=K+l 
cc+< f (k+l)a/ an.k I < cl1 + M). 1 
k=K+l 
PROPOSITION 2. For 0 < /I < CL, each weak-* generator of D(U) is a norm 
generator of D(p). 
Proof. Suppose 0 < /3 < (Y and v is a weak-* generator of D(ar) of order 
u. . Let J% = .X(v) and let A- denote the norm closure of JH in D(p). A 
direct use of transfinite induction and Lemma 3 shows that JP C .&P for each 
countable ordinal number u. In particular, D(cY) = JP C .&; but D(U) is 
dense in D(B), so A- = D(/?) and q~ generates D(p) in the norm topology. 1 
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COROLLARY 2. For 01 > 1, ever>’ weak-c generator of D(a) is a norm generator 
of D(4 
Proof. If 01 > 1 and v is a weak-* generator of D(a), then the proposition 
implies that v must generate D(1). By Theorem 1, 9) is univalent and p is uni- 
valent and ‘p’ never vanishes. Again by Theorem 1, v is a norm generator of D(a). 
I 
We saw in Proposition 1 that the function p(z) = z2 - 22 generates D(a) if 
0 < 01 < 1 but not if a: >, 1. By Corollary 2, p is also not a weak-* generator of 
D(ar)ifcu>l. 
PROPOSITION 3. The function p(z) = .z2 - 22 is a sequential weak-* generator 
of D(1). 
Proof. Let z > 0. As in the proof of Proposition 1, we let hN(z) = (-4) x 
(1 - #+l)/(l - .a), N = 1, 2, 3 ,..., so that 
hN(.z) r$(a) = 1 - z?+i. 
Let 
ZNf2 
-= FN(~) = z - N + 2 
I 
z IiN v’(w) dw. o 
Since a, generates D(0) = Zr, we can find, for each N = 1, 2, 3,..., a polynomial 
PN with PN(0) = 0 and 11 P&v) - h,v &, < E. Then 
;‘JJl I PN(&)) -FN(~)\ < 6 11 P’ 110 = 4~ 
2.. 
A simple argument shows that (11 P,(v)ll,} is bounded. Choose N so that 
(N + 2)-l < E. For each .a with 1 z 1 < 1 and each n 3 N, 
I P,(&)) - z I < I P,(dz)) - Fn(z)I + I F,(z) - z I < 5~. 
By Corollary 1, v is a sequential weak-* generator of D(1). a 
We will use the next three lemmas to describe the weak-* generators of 
D(a) for in. > 0. 
LEMMA 4. Let 01 E R and let g and g, , g, , g, ,..., be functions in D(a). Then 
g, + g (weak-*) in D(a) if and only if gi -+ g’ (weak-*) in D(u - 1) and gJ0) + 
g(O). 
The proof is straightforward and we omit it. 
Before we give the next two lemmas, we introduce some notation. For a fixed 
function 9) in D(a), we let 
2 = {hp 1 h is in 1’} and Y0 = {Q(v) v’ I Q is a polynomial}. 
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LEMMA 5. Let /3 < 0 and suppose q~ generates D(0) = 1’. Then 90 = PO” 
for each countable ordinal number 0’. 
Proof. Notice that, it suffices to show 9 = dpsl. Clearly, go C 9, so 
S?,,l C .9r. To see the reverse inclusion, let 0 < E < 1 and suppose g is in Zr. 
Then there is a sequence {h,} of functions in D(0) such that h,p’ +g (weak-*) 
in D@). Since 9 generates D(O), there is a sequence of polynomials (Qn} such that 
11 Qn(v) - h, I[,, < en. Thus, for each n, 
II Qn(d F’ Ils < II Q&P) - 4 llo II v’ I/B + II hnv’ IIB 
< E” II v’ /lo + SOP II hd lb; 
so (11 Qn(v) rp’ ljs} is bounded. Finally, fix z with I z / < 1 and choose N so that 
both of the following inequalities hold for n > N: 
9 I ?+a -=c 6 and I h&4 $64 - &)I < e. 
Then, for n > IV, 
I Qn(d4) ~‘(4 - g(z)1 < II Qn(d - 4 Ilo I~‘(41 + c <: 2~. 
Consequently, Qn(v) v’ ---f g weak- * in D(p) and L1 = ZOl. 1 
LEMMA 6. Let 01 < 1. For 9) in D(N), let JA! = ~z’k(q~). Then, 9’ = {h’ 1 h is 
in A?} for each countable ordinal number CT. 
Proof. A direct application of Lemmas 4 and 5 shows that (h’ / h is in &I’} C 
S. Conversely, suppose g is in 9 and h is any function in D(a) with h’ = g. 
Then there is a sequence of polynomials (Qn} with Qn(p)) q~’ +g (weak-*) in 
D(a - 1). For each n, let P,(z) = h(0) + JIQn(w) dw. Then P,(O) = h(0) and 
P,(v) v’ + k’ = g (weak-*) in D(a - 1). By Lemma 4, PJ~J) + h (weak-*) 
in D(a) and h is in &“. Thus, 9 = {h’ I h is in &l}. 
For 0 > 1, repeat this argument replacing &Y and 2’ by (J &YE (5 < u) and 
u 9c (6 < a), respectively. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 < OL < 1. A function v in D(a) is a weak-* generator of 
D(a) of order u if and only if q~ generates I1 and 9 is weak-* dense of order u in 
D(a - 1). 
The proof is an easy application of Proposition 1 and Lemma 6. 
COROLLARY 3 (Case (Y = 1). d function q~ is a weak-* generator of D(1) if 
and only if q~ is univalent and the principal ideal (q~‘) = {hv’ ) h E ll} is weak-* 
dense in ll. 
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Our results suggest the following questions. 
(1) Which principal ideals of P are weak-* dense in Zr ? By using a result 
of Rubel and Shields [7, Theorem 5. l] and the relationship between the weak-t 
topologies of I1 and Hm, we see that if the principal ideal (f ) is weak-* dense 
in P, then it is weak-r dense in H”, and so f must be an outer function. 
(2) Is every weak-* generator of D(a) a norm generator of D(o) for 0 < 
OL < 1 ? In the case 01 = 0, this question becomes: Is every weak-* generator of 
P a norm generator of P ? The existence of a weak-x generator of Ii which is not 
a norm generator of P would settle in the negative a question due to Shapiro: 
Does every univalent I1 function generate I1 in norm ? (See [5].) 
3. COMPOSITION OPERATORS 
In this final section, we will use some of the techniques of the previous 
section to prove a result about composition operators on the Dirichlet space. 
The Dirichlet space, which we will denote by D2, is the set of all functions f 
analytic on (1 z 1 < l} for which the following integral is finite: 
JJ I f’W dx dr. ,1,<1 
We will let Aa denote the Bergmann space: 42 = (f’ /f is in Dz}. 
Let p be a non-constant analytic function mapping the unit disk into itself. 
The composition operator C, induced by 9) is defined by 
(GfX4 = f O CPM = fM4) 
for functions analytic on {I z 1 < I}. It is not yet known which funjtions p 
induce composition operators on D 2, but one can easily verify that if cp is 
univalent, then C,: D2 + D2. 
The space H” of bounded analytic functions (on (1 z I < 1)) is the dual of a 
separable Banach space, so we can apply Banach’s construction (which we out- 
lined in Section 1) to the weak-+- topology of H”. We say that a function v is a 
weak-c generator of HE of order a if Ma = Hw but A@ # H” for 5 < o, where 
A = A?(p), 
In [q, the author proved that if F is a weak-c generator of Hm with 11 q llm < 1, 
then C, has dense range as an operator on each of the usual Hardy spaces HP, 
0 <p < co. We will now show that a similar result holds for the Dirichlet 
space. 
THIXORRM 3. If q~ is a weak-* generator of Hm and (I cp 11% < 1, thm the range 
of C, is dense in D2. 
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Proof. Suppose 9 is in H”, 11 p I[,,, < 1, and let & = A(v). Let s0 = 
(Q(p) p’) 1 Q is a polynomial}; and for each countable ordinal number a define 
-E”, to be {hv’ 1 h is in do). Let 9@- denote the closure of .Y& in A2. We show that 
Zc C pO- for each countable ordinal number (T 3 0. Our claim is obvious if 
0 = 0, provided we write JZa = A. We proceed by transfinite induction. 
Suppose Yc C YO- for all E < (J. If h is in &‘“, then there exists a sequence 
(h,} in (J J&” (5 < u) such that h, + h (weak-*) in H”. Hence, there is a finite 
number M for which 11 h, /Im < M for all II, and h,(z) -h(z) for each z in 
(I z / < I). In A”, 
so {h,~‘} is bounded in A2. Also, for each z in {I z 1 < l}, h,(z) v’(z) -+ h(z)+); 
hence, h,q’ -+ hp’ weakly in A2. Since the weak closure of Z0 is the same as the 
norm closure, we see that hp’ is in PO-. Thus, p0 C gO- for all countable ordinal 
numbers u. 
Finally, if v is a weak-* generator of order (T, then v is univalent in {I .z I < I} 
and 
By a theorem due to Hedberg [8, Proposition 41, p. 1121, the set {hp’ I h E Hm} 
is dense in A2. But then PO is dense in A2 since Y0 C &-. Therefore, ..+Y is 
dense in Dz; that is, C, : D2 -+ 02 has dense range. 1 
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